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In applications of large eddy simulation of turbulent flows, subgrid models are often required for
closure of strongly nonlinear functions of a scalar. The Arrhenius dependence of the reaction rate on
temperature,T, theT4 dependence of radiation heat transfer, as well as the species mass fractions
and temperature dependence on the mixture fraction in solutions of the strained laminar flamelet
model are among some of the problems of interest. A moment-based reconstruction methodology is
proposed here in which the scalar field is estimated by an approximate deconvolution operation but,
unlike the usual deconvolution operation with given coefficients, the coefficients in the expansion
are obtained by requiring that the statistical filtered moments of the scalar field up to a certain order
are matched. The estimated scalar field is then used as a surrogate for the exact scalar field to
directly calculate the subgrid contribution. Tests of the proposed approach are performed by using
our direct numerical simulation database of scalar transport in a turbulent shear layer using two filter
sizes: 12 points and 6 points per vorticity thickness. It is found that a simple moment-based model
with one coefficient performs well for polynomial nonlinearities. The performance of the model in
the case of an exponential Arrhenius-type nonlinearity is generally good and can be very good
depending on the stoichiometric mixture fraction and the filter size. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1410385#

I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical modeling of combustion often involves
strongly nonlinear functions of a scalar variable.1 For ex-
ample, the reaction rate exhibits an exponential dependence
on the temperature; laminar flamelet theory2 in nonpremixed
combustion results in a nonlinear dependence of species
mass fractions and temperature on a conserved scalar with
the strain rate as a parameter; and, the energy loss rate for
radiation heat transfer in the optically thin regime depends
on the fourth power of the temperature. Filtering of such
nonlinear terms in the governing equations that is performed
as part of large eddy simulation~LES! approach to turbulent
combustion results in subgrid contributions that must be
modeled for closure of the LES approach. Thus, the common
underlying problem is that, given a nonlinear functionf (Z)
of a scalarZ, what is the subgrid contribution,

f ~Z!sg5 f ~Z!2 f ~Z!, ~1!

to its filtered value. In Eq.~1!, filtering is represented by the
overbar. Depending on the combustion model, the scalar in
question may be a conserved scalar such as mixture fraction
or a nonconserved scalar such as species mass fraction. We
shall think ofZ as being a mixture fraction, having a value of
zero in the oxidizer feed stream and unity in the fuel feed
stream.

In the present paper, we propose a model for the subgrid
contribution, f (Z)sg , and evaluate its performance for the
function Zn, n52 – 8, as well as the Arrhenius reaction rate

nonlinearity e2Ta /T, where the temperature is assumed to
have a specified dependence,T(Z), on the scalar andTa , a
specified constant, is the activation temperature. Direct nu-
merical simulation~DNS! of passive scalar mixing in a tur-
bulent shear layer is used for thisa priori evaluation. It
should be noted that the subgrid contribution in the case of
n51 is zero; therefore, interestingly, the assumption of infi-
nitely fast chemistry that leads to piecewise linear depen-
dence of the temperature and species on the mixture fraction
also results in considerable simplification in LES away from
the discontinuities in slope.

Approaches to modeling combustion in the LES context
include the linear-eddy model3 and methods based on prob-
ability density functions~PDF!. In turbulent combustion
applications4,5 using the linear-eddy model, subgrid mixing
is assumed to occur in lines following simple prescribed
rules. The PDF approach has become popular in connection
with modeling the subgrid contribution to scalar functions. In
that approach, the so-called filtered PDF~also called subgrid
PDF! is introduced to represent the stochastic variation of the
scalar,Z, from its filtered value; a specific form is assumed
for the subgrid PDF in the presumed PDF approach or, alter-
natively, a PDF transport equation is solved; and, thereby, the
various filtered quantities that depend on the scalar are com-
puted. The popular beta PDF which has been tested in pre-
vious studies6,7 depends on two parameters, the filtered
mean,Z, and the filtered variance,Z2, and is employed to
describe the statistical variation of the scalar value in a grid
cell ~more generally, the compact region associated with the
filtering operation! around its expected value,Z, in the pre-
sumed PDF approach. The filtered mean is explicitly avail-
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able in an LES application while the filtered variance needs
to be modeled. The scale similarity approach7 with the coef-
ficient calculated using an assumed scalar spectrum,8 and a
gradient model with the coefficient calculated with a dy-
namic procedure9 have been used for obtaining the filtered
variance.A priori tests of the beta PDF for subgrid scalar
fluctuations for reactive scalars have been performed in pre-
vious studies using DNS data: Isotropic turbulence with in-
finitely fast chemistry7 as well as with the strained laminar
flamelet model;10 in a nonpremixed shear layer with infi-
nitely fast chemistry;11 in a plane reacting jet using two-
dimensional DNS;12 and in a round reacting jet.13 The latter
two studies used a one-step, irreversible, finite-rate mecha-
nism. An overall conclusion of thea priori tests is that the
beta PDF model gives reasonable predictions of scalar mo-
ments if theexactsubgrid scalar variance, obtained from the
DNS, is used. Applications of the beta PDF model to per-
forming LES of specific turbulent reacting flows are fewer,
for example, the reacting jet simulation14 that is based on the
Lagrangian flamelet concept.

The model proposed here for the subgrid-scale~SGS!
moments avoids the intermediate step of modeling the PDF
of the subgrid-scale fluctuation and, as described in Sec. III,
is based directly on knownphysical-spacequantities. Fur-
thermore, the scalar variance which is required in the PDF
approach can also be obtained as a special case of the pro-
posed model.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Consider a functionZ(x) represented on a discrete grid
consisting ofN points that spans a three-dimensional cubical
domain of lengthL. A Fourier transform pair is defined in
the usual manner

Ẑ~k!5
1

~2p!3E
2`

`

e2 i k"xZ~x!dx, ~2!

Z~x!5E
2`

`

ei k"xẐ~k!dk, ~3!

wherek is the three-dimensional wave number andx is the
spatial coordinate. In the present discussion only the top-hat
filter is considered. Although the subsequent analysis can be
extended to other kinds of filters, the compactness properties
of the top-hat filter in physical space and its simplicity make
it a good choice. Given a functionZ(x), the filtered field is
obtained from

Z̄~x!5
1

D f
3E

2D f /2

D f /2

Z~x1r!dr, ~4!

whereD f is the filter size and its transform in Fourier space
is given by

Ẑ̄~k!5Ĝ~k,D f !Ẑ~k!, ~5!

where the transfer function is

Ĝ~k,D f !5)
i 51

i 53
sin~k iD f /2!

~k iD f /2!
. ~6!

We defineF(Z,m) as the linear operation of filtering the
field, Z, successivelym times, such thatZ̄5F(Z,1), Z%

5F(Z,2) and so on. The resolved grid spacing isD5L/N
and D f /D is a parameter that determines the relative filter
size. We note that, in an actual LES, the transfer function
must be modified from Eq.~6! to account for the filtering
implicit in the numerical method and grid resolution. The
consequences of such a modification are discussed in the
Appendix. However, for the formal development of the pro-
posed model, it is sufficient to consider the filter transfer
function, Ĝ.

A. Nonlinear function

Given an arbitrary nonlinear functionf (Z), it is possible
to perform a Taylor series expansion around a pointZ0 , such
that

f ~Z!5 f ~Z0!1 f 8~Z0!~Z2Z0!1
f 9~Z0!

2
~Z2Z0!21•••.

~7!

Filtering Eq.~7! and substitutingZ05Z̄ gives

f ~Z!2 f ~ Z̄!5
f 9~ Z̄!

2
~Z22Z̄2!1•••. ~8!

It is clear that if a good procedure to calculate lower-
order nonlinearities, for example,Z2, is available then it may
be possible to obtain a good representation of the left-hand-
side~l.h.s.! of Eq. ~8!. The objective then is to obtain a SGS
model in which the parameters are chosen appropriately so
as to obtain a good representation of lower-order nonlineari-
ties. We begin by studying how the average contribution of
Z2 might be obtained.

B. Reconstruction

It is possible to reconstruct some properties of the origi-
nal field from its filtered values given the explicit form of the
filter. The approximate deconvolution method,15 and the in-
verse modeling method16 are two examples. If we represent
G as the nonzero filtering operator, then, following,15 in op-
erational form

Z5
1

G
Z̄5

1

12~12G!
Z̄

5Z̄1~ Z̄2Z% !1~ Z̄22Z% 1Z̄% !1•••. ~9!

This procedure is correctly posed only ifG is nonzero, and
Eq. ~9! does not apply to wave numbers whereG50. The
inverse filtering operation cannot reconstruct all the high
wave number information that has been removed by the fil-
tering operation but provides one possible ‘‘approximation’’
of the exact field useful for obtaining required subgrid mod-
els. Previous studies15,16 have shown that such a reconstruc-
tion procedure works well for the subgrid Reynolds stress.
Let Z* be a truncation of the series in the right-hand-side
~r.h.s.! of Eq. ~9!. OnceZ* is calculated, the nonlinear func-
tion f (Z) is approximated byf (Z* ). Any further operation is
performed usingf (Z* ) instead off (Z).
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A priori tests have been performed using our DNS data-
base of the temporal mixing layer to study the behavior of
this approximate deconvolution procedure. The DNS data-
base is described in Sec. VI. The temporal mixing layer is
homogeneous in thex1 and x3 directions and the statistics
~denoted bŷ •& and obtained byx12x3 plane averages! vary
in thex2 direction. Profiles of the expected value,^Z2

sg&, of
the subgrid contribution toZ2, as a function of the cross-
stream coordinate normalized by the vorticity thickness,dv ,
are shown in Fig. 1. The effect of increasing the number of
terms in the expansion, Eq.~9!, is shown for the filter widths
D f /D54 and 8. As can be seen, even with five terms, re-
quiring the calculation ofF(Z,5), we can only recover 88%
of the peak contribution in the first case and 73% in the case
with D f /D58. Although the tendency is in the right direc-
tion, the number of terms required, even for a simple nonlin-
ear function such asZ2, becomes prohibitive. Therefore, we
introduce an alternative approach as described below.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH TO SGS MODELING

The proposed modeling approach consists of assuming a
functional form for the dependence of the estimated scalar,
ZM , on the multiple filtered fields,F(Z,m). This estimated
scalar is then used as a surrogate for the exact scalar field in
the calculation off (Z), so that the model for the required
subgrid contribution becomes

f ~Z!2 f ~ Z̄!5 f ~ZM !2 f ~ Z̄M !. ~10!

Equation~10! satisfies the following consistency proper-
ties. First, for a linear function,f (Z)5aZ1b, Eq. ~10! is
exact for any approximationZM to the exact scalar fieldZ.
Second, the proposed model, the r.h.s. of Eq.~10!, trans-
forms in the same way as the l.h.s. under a linear mapping of
the scalar. For example, the exact subgrid variance is invari-
ant under a translation, i.e.; change of the reference value by
Z0 ,

f ~Z1Z0!sg5~Z1Z0!22~ Z̄1Z0!25 f ~Z!sg . ~11!

The approximation proposed here forZM , see Eq.~52!,
transforms toZM1Z0 under a translation, obeying the same
transformation rule as the exact scalar field,Z. It then follows
that the subgrid variance calculated using the surrogate sca-
lar, ZM , is also invariant under a translation. The subgrid
contribution forZ2 is very important because it is the leading
order term in a Taylor series expansion of an arbitrary func-
tion as shown by Eq.~8!. During the course of this study, it
was found that an alternative model,f (Z)5 f (ZM), which
did not satisfy the aforementioned invariance property of the
subgrid variance leads to a deterioration in the pointwise
behavior.

The estimated scalar field,ZM , depends on unknown
coefficients that must be determined. In order to obtain these
unknown coefficients, a set of constraints is imposed on the
model. Finally, the set of equations is solved by any means
available; in the present case, by assuming a theoretical tur-
bulence spectrum that permits closure of the constraint equa-
tions.

Consider a model,M , that depends on the filtered fields

$Z̄,Z% , . . . ,F(Z,m)%, namely

ZM~x!5M ~$c0 ,c1 ,...,cn%,$Z̄,Z% , . . . ,F~Z,m!%!. ~12!

The model coefficients,$c0 ,c1 ,...,cn%, are chosen in such a
way that a predefined cost function is optimal. Each cost
function generates a family of model parameters that, in
principle, depends on filter size and the local conditions of
the flow. A member of the family of models, Eq.~12!, is an
extension of the deconvolution procedure15

ZM5Z̄1c0~ Z̄2Z% !1c1~ Z̄22Z% 1Z̄% !1•••, ~13!

where the coefficients,$c0 ,c1 ,...,cn%, are allowed to vary
instead of being fixed to be unity. In the present work we will
consider only this model due to its simplicity. Its transfer
function is

ẐM

Ẑ
5M̂ ~cl ,Ĝ,Ĝ2, . . . !, ~14!

where the hat denotes the Fourier transform.

FIG. 1. Profiles of the subgrid scalar variance,^Zsg
2 &; ~a! D f /D54, ~b!

D f /D58. Results with truncations of different order in the approximate
deconvolution method are compared with the exact profile.
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IV. MOMENT-BASED SUBGRID MODELING

In order to obtain a set of equations that permits the
calculation of the coefficientscl , conditions or constraints
have to be chosen. Among the multiple choices that can be
made, the simplest one is to make the statistical mean filtered
moments that appear in the Taylor series expansions of the
modeled field equal to the corresponding filtered moments of
the exact field. This condition is expressed in mathematical
form by

E
V

Z22Z̄2dx5E
V

ZM
2 2Z̄M

2 dx,

E
V

Z32Z̄3dx5E
V

ZM
3 2Z̄M

3 dx,

~15!
•••5•••,

E
V

Zn2Z̄ndx5E
V

ZM
n 2Z̄M

n dx,

whereV is the appropriate domain for calculating the aver-
age. The required number of equations of this form is chosen
equal to the number of unknown coefficients. Another possi-
bility is to consider a cost function of the form

I ~cl !5E
V

~~Z22Z2!2~ZM
2 2Z̄M

2 !!2dx, ~16!

from which the values of the coefficients are calculated by a
standard minimization procedure. In a more complex model,
a combination of both methods can be used.

A. One-parameter model

Consider now the simple one-parameter model

ZM5Z̄1c0~ Z̄2 Z̃̄!, ~17!

where the tilde represents a test filter with cut-off wave num-
ber,k t , that, in general could be different from the principal
filter cutoff wavenumberk f . As discussed in the Appendix,
there are situations where a test filter, different from the main
filter, may be useful. The Appendix discusses the model per-
formance when the test and main filters are not identical.
Henceforth, in the main body of the paper, we will assume
that the test filter is the same as the main filter so that the
model becomes

ZM5Z̄1c0~ Z̄2Z% !, ~18!

whose transfer function is

M̂15Ĝ~11c0~12Ĝ!!. ~19!

The equation forc0 is obtained by requiring that the
exact and model fields have averaged filtered moments of
order 2 that are equal

E
V

Z22Z̄2dx5E
V

ZM
2 2Z̄M

2 dx. ~20!

Defining f(x)5Z2(x) and fM(x)5ZM
2 (x), and using the

inverse Fourier transform formula

f~x!5E
2`

`

eik"xf̂~k!dk, ~21!

wheref̂(k) is the Fourier transform off(x), it is possible to
write the first term on the l.h.s. in Eq.~20! as

E
V

Z2dx5E
V

f~x!dx5E
V
E

2`

`

eik"xf̂~k!dkdx. ~22!

Exchanging integrals and taking into account the relation

d~k!5
1

~2p!3E
2`

`

eik"xdx, ~23!

for a three-dimensional space,V, it follows that

E
V

Z2dx5~2p!3f̂~0!. ~24!

The same simplification is applied to the first term in the
r.h.s. of Eq. ~20!. Defining c(x)5Z̄2(x) and cM(x)
5Z̄M

2 (x) and applying the same procedure to the second
term in the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of Eq.~20!, we get the equivalent
of Eq. ~20! in spectral space

f̂~0!2ĉ~0!5f̂M~0!2ĉM~0!. ~25!

The Fourier transform off(x)5Z2(x) can be expressed as a
function of that ofZ(x) using Parseval’s convolution inte-
grals

f̂~k!5Ĝ~k!E
2`

`

Ẑ~k0!Ẑ~k2k0!dk0 . ~26!

Setting k50 and taking into account thatẐ(2k0)
5Ẑ* (k0) andĜ(0)51 givesf̂(0), and asimilar procedure
gives f̂M(0). Theresulting expressions are

f̂~0!5E
2`

`

Ẑ~k0!Ẑ* ~k0!dk0 , ~27!

f̂M~0!5E
2`

2`

ẐM~k0!ẐM* ~k0!dk0 . ~28!

The Fourier transform ofc(x)5Z̄2(x) can also be expressed
as a function of that ofZ(x) using Parseval’s convolution
integrals

ĉ~k!5E
2`

`

Ĝ~k0!Ẑ~k0!Ĝ~k2k0!Ẑ~k2k0!dk0 , ~29!

and setting againk50 and taking into account that
Ẑ(2k0)5Ẑ* (k0) givesĉ(0), and asimilar procedure gives
ĉM(0). Theresulting expressions are

ĉ~0!5E
2`

`

Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!Ẑ~k0!Ẑ* ~k0!dk0 , ~30!

ĉM~0!5E
2`

`

Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!ẐM~k0!ẐM* ~k0!dk0 . ~31!

Introducing ẐM(k)5Ẑ(k)M̂1(c0 ,k), where M̂1 is defined
by Eq. ~19!, the following form of Eq.~25! is obtained:
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E
2`

`

Ẑ~k0!Ẑ* ~k0!@12M̂1~c0 ,k0!M̂1* ~c0 ,k0!#

3@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk050. ~32!

Substituting the expression, Eq.~19!, for M̂1(c0 ,k0), we get

05a01c0a11c0
2a2 , ~33!

where

a05E
2`

`

EZ~k0!@Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!21#

3@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk0 , ~34!

a15E
2`

`

EZ~k0!Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!@22Ĝ~k0!2Ĝ* ~k0!#

3@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk0 , ~35!

a25E
2`

`

EZ~k0!Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!@12Ĝ~k0!#

3@12Ĝ* ~k0!#@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk0 , ~36!

with EZ(k)5Ẑ(k)Ẑ* (k).If the spectrum of the scalar and
the characteristics of the filter are known, it is possible to
solve the quadratic, Eq.~33!, for c0 . Thus, the coefficient
depends on both the filter characteristics and, through the
scalar spectrum, on the state of the turbulent field. This co-
efficient can be tabulateda priori for a given filter making
the calculation in a LES code straightforward, provided that
a good approximation of the scalar spectrum is known. The
low wave number part of the spectrum whereEZ(k) in-
creases with increasingk is problem-dependent and difficult
to model. However, the contribution of the low wave number
part of the spectrum to Eqs.~34!–~36! is negligible since
Ĝ(k)→1 for k→0. Therefore, the proposed model does not
depend on the spectral shape at the low wave number end.
The influence of the assumed shape of the model spectrum in
other wave number ranges is discussed in more detail in the
following section.

B. Calculation of c 0

In a priori tests, the direct approach is to use the DNS
database in order to calculate the required integrals, Eq.~20!,
from wherec0 can be calculated. This approach is reduced to
solving the following equation forc0 , where the integrals
are calculated from the DNS database:

E
V

Z22Z̄2dx5E
V

Z̄22Z% 2dx

12c0E
V

Z̄~ Z̄2Z% !2Z% ~Z% 2Z̄% !dx

1c0
2E

V
~ Z̄2Z% !22~Z% 2Z̄% !2dx, ~37!

whereV in the temporally evolving shear layer considered
here is thex1–x3 plane of homogeneity. Note thatc0 is a
function of the inhomogeneous direction,x2 .

It is important to notice that this is thebest possible
estimate one can get for the coefficient since the fully re-
solved DNS database is used. Equivalently, the coefficientc0

can be obtained by solving Eq.~33!. Figure 2 show compari-
sons of the exact and model SGS contribution with coeffi-
cient calculated using Eq.~37! for D f /D54 and 8 andn
52,3,4,6, and 8. By construction, the profiles of exact and
model terms are identical forn52. As can be seen, the
agreement is very good for the higher moments with visible
deviations apparently only forn56 and 8. Thus, exactly
modeling ^Zsg

2 & leads to good prediction of̂Zsg
n & as sug-

gested by the Taylor expansion, Eq.~8!.
A second approach, relevant to an actual application of

the model where DNS data are unavailable, is to model the
spectrum of the scalar field from our knowledge of turbu-

FIG. 2. Exact and model^Zsg
n &, from filteringZn. Model with coefficientc0

obtained from Eq.~37!; ~a! D f /D54, ~b! D f /D58.
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lence physics. The particular turbulent kinetic-energy
spectrum17 is considered here

E~k!5Ce2/3k25/3f L~kL ! f h~kh!, ~38!

wherek is the magnitude of the wave number vector

f L~kL !5S kL

A~kL !21cL
D 5/31p

, ~39!

f h~kh!5e2bkh, ~40!

with the parametersp54 andb55.2. The wave number is
normalized in the model spectrum by the large-scale length
scale

L5
k3/2

e

and the Kolmogorov scale

h5S n3

e D 1/4

.

The constantsC andcL are calculated by requiring that the
integrals ofE(k) and 2nk2E(k) be equal to the turbulent
kinetic energy,k, and the turbulent dissipation rate,e, re-
spectively. The spectrum, Eq.~38!, has the classical25/3
Kolmogorov scaling in the inertial range, haskp scaling for
low wave numbers, and exponential decay in the dissipation
range. A scalar with molecular Schmidt numberSc51.4, is
simulated in the DNS. Therefore, the spectrum of the scalar
can be related to that of the turbulent kinetic energy by re-
placing by h with hz5hSc21/2 where h5(n3/e)1/4 is the
Kolmogorov scale withn denoting the molecular viscosity,
andL5Lz5k3/2/e is an integral scale. This permits the defi-
nition of a turbulence Reynolds number,Ret5k2/ne, upon
which the spectrum constants depend. The choice of param-
eters,p54 andb55.2, gives a coefficientc0 that is in good
agreement with the calculated from the DNS database, which
is at moderate Reynolds number. The value ofp54 is in
agreement with the expected dependence of the spectrum for
low wave numbers,18 while the value ofb55.2 is in agree-
ment with experimental results.17 This spectrum is valid for
Sc;1; for large Schmidt number, a Batchelor spectrum
should be used. In terms of the nondimensional variables

q5kL ~41!

and

m5hZ /L5Ret
23/4Sc21/2, ~42!

the model spectrum becomes

EZ~q,m!5CZe2/3L5/3q25/3f L~q! f h~qm!, ~43!

with

f L~q!5S q

Aq21cL
D 5/31p

, ~44!

f h~qm!5exp@2b~qm!#, ~45!

and p54, b55.2. Notice, e.g., from Eq.~33! that the con-
santCZe2/3L5/3 does not play any role in the calculation of
the coefficientc0 .

Defining

g5D f /2L, ~46!

the filter transfer function, Eq.~6!, that depends onk1 , k2 ,
andk3 is approximated by a spherical function that depends
only on k5uku

Ĝ~q,g!5
sin~gq!

gq
. ~47!

Thus, the multidimensional integrals in Eqs.~34!–~36! are
simplified to one-dimensional forms which are calculated di-
rectly by introducing the model scalar spectrum, Eq.~43!,
and the filter transfer function, Eq.~47!

a0~g,m!5E
0

`

EZ~q,m!@Ĝ~q,g!221#

3@12Ĝ~q,g!2#dq, ~48!

a1~g,m!52E
0

`

EZ~q,m!Ĝ~q,g!2@12Ĝ~q,g!#

3@12Ĝ~q,g!2#dq, ~49!

a2~g,m!5E
0

`

EZ~q,m!Ĝ~q,g!2@12Ĝ~q,g!#2

3@12Ĝ~q,g!2#dq. ~50!

The calculated integrals are then inserted into Eq.~33!, the
quadratic is solved, and the following expression obtained
for the model coefficient:

c05
2a1~g,m!6Aa1

2~g,n!24a0~g,m!a2~g,m!

2a2~g,m!
, ~51!

where m5hZ/L and g5D f /2L. Thus the coefficient,c0 ,
explicitly depends on how the filter length compares with
both the large scale and the small scale in a turbulent flow.
Such a dependence can of course be expected on physical
grounds. In principle, two values are possible forc0 . The
positive branch is selected and this is the value ofc0 that
gives the larger pointwise correlation between the exact and
model SGS contributions@see Eq.~57! for a definition of the
correlation#.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the model coefficient as
a function of the transverse coordinate in the shear layer at a
time when the turbulence is fully developed. The parameters
g andm have the following values at the center of the shear
layer: g'0.086 andm'631023. The coefficient tends to
its expected value of unity away from the center of the mix-
ing layer, as can be seen in Fig. 3. This is consistent with an
improvement of the deconvolution procedure15 away from
the turbulent region where Eq.~13! approaches Eq.~9!.

The model scalar spectrum, Eq.~43!, can be integrated
to give a model~1D! spectrum,Fu(k1). Figure 4~a! shows
that the model 1D spectrum is a good fit to the DNS data.
However, for robustness of the proposed SGS model re-
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quired for more general applications, it is necessary that the
model coefficient not be very sensitive to the details of the
scalar spectrum. In order to quantify the sensitivity, the con-
sequence of changes in the two parameters,cL andb, and in
the model spectrum, Eq.~43!, have been calculated as

GcL
5

1

c0

]c0

]cL
,

Gb5
1

c0

]c0

]b
.

Figure 4~b! shows the variation ofGcL andGb across the
shear layer for the case ofD f /D58 obtained with DNS pro-
file of k ande. As can be seen the sensitivities are not large
suggesting that the proposed SGS model is indeed robust.

Once the model spectrum, Eq.~43!, is fixed, the coeffi-
cient c0 depends on the following parameter:~a! The turbu-
lent Reynolds number,Ret5k2/ne, ~b! D f /L, which is the
filter length normalized by a large-scale length scale,L, and
~c! the molecular Schmidt number. The turbulent kinetic en-
regy, k, can be estimated by the resolved-scale kinetic en-
ergy; the subgrid contribution is typically small. One ap-
proach to calculateL is to use the unsteady resolved-scale
field. An alternate approach is to use the turbulent dissipation
rate,e, calculated as the Reynolds average of its surrogate,
the subgrid dissipation,2t i j s̄i j , where t i j is the subgrid
Reynolds stress ands̄i j is the strain tensor associated with
the filtered field.

Thus, for a scalar with a given Schmidt number,c0 de-
pends on the Reynolds number,Ret , and the filter size,
D f /L. This dependence can be tabulated prior to the LES in
an application of the model. Figure 5~a! shows the depen-
dence of the model coefficient on the turbulent Reynolds
number forSc51.4 andD f /D58. The dependence is weak
and appears to be approximately logarithmic. The depen-
dence ofc0 on filter size is shown in Fig. 5~b!. A monotone
increase withD f /D ~equivalently,D f /L) is observed.

V. SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED SUBGRID MODEL

A moment-based reconstruction of the scalar field is for-
mulated. The scalar field is estimated by

ZM5Z̄1c0~ Z̄2 Z̃̄!, ~52!

where the single parameter,c0 , is an explicit function, Eq.
~51!, of the normalized filter size,D f /L, and the normalized
Kolomogorov scale,h/L ~equivalently the turbulent Rey-
nolds number,Ret). Such a procedure for calculatingc0 en-
sures that the average subgrid variance is predicted. The fil-
tered value,f (Z), is obtained usingZM as a surrogate for the
scalar field,Z. The problem is usually posed with the objec-
tive of modeling the subgrid contribution,f (Z)sg , defined by
Eq. ~1!, so that the final subgrid model is

f ~Z!sg5 f ~ZM !2 f ~ Z̄M !. ~53!

VI. THE DNS DATABASE

The SGS model is evaluated ina priori tests using our
previous DNS~direct numerical simulation!19 of the tempo-

FIG. 3. The behavior of the model coefficient,c0 , as a function of the
transverse coordinate in the turbulent shear layer; filter size,D f /D58.

FIG. 4. ~a! Comparison of the assumed 1D scalar spectrum to that obtained
in DNS; ~b! sensitivity of model coefficientc0 to changes in scalar spectrum
parameterscL andb, whenD f /D58.
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rally evolving shear layer which has been validated against
both experimental work and other DNS. The free-stream
value of the scalar isZ50 andZ51 in the upper and lower
streams of the shear layer, respectively. In the rest of the
paper we will useZ for the scalar normalized by the imposed
scalar difference,DZ51. The turbulence is homogeneous in

the x andz directions while the Reynolds-averaged statistics
~computed byx2z plane averages! are functions ofy and
time, t; here (x,y,z) is used interchangeably with
(x1 ,x2 ,x3). A convective Mach number ofMc50.3 which is
small enough to neglect compressibility effects is considered.
The DNS database used in thea priori tests correspond to a
nondimensional time,t5tDU/dv,05323, well into the re-
gime of fully developed turbulence. HereDU denotes the
velocity difference across the shear layer whiledv,0 denotes
the initial vorticity thickness of the shear layer. At the cen-
terline, the turbulent Reynolds number,Ret5k2/ne51000,
while the microscale Reynolds number,Rel5ql/n5135.
The molecular Schmidt number,Sc5n/D51.4 wheren and
D are the molecular transport coefficients of momentum and
scalar, respectively. A 25631923128 grid with uniform spa-
tial step sizeD in all directions is used along with fourth-
order accurate spatial discretization and third-order Runge–
Kutta integration in time.

Figure 6 shows an instantaneous vertical cut of the scalar
field across the shear layer. It can be observed that the scalar
field is well developed and a wide range of scales are
present. Table I summarizes some key parameters of the flow
field at this instant; further information on the simulations is
available.19 Figure 7 shows the root-mean-square~r.m.s.!
scalar fluctuation,Zrms5A^Z2&2^Z&2, as a function of the
cross-stream coordinate,y, normalized by the vorticity thick-
ness,dv5DU/(d^U&/dy)max. The Reynolds average is de-
noted by^•& to distinguish it from the filtering operation.

FIG. 6. Instantaneous scalar profile at a vertical cut across the turbulent
shear layert5tDU/dv0

5323.

FIG. 5. Dependence of model coefficient on~a! the turbulent Reynolds
number whenD f /L50.17,Sc51.4, and~b! the normalized filter size when
Ret51000,Sc51.4.

TABLE I. Key parameters of the analyzed field: The Reynolds number
based on vorticity thicknessdv and Taylor microscale,l, as well as grid
resolution of the vorticity thickness and the Kolmogorov scale,h. The
smallest scalar scale ishs5h/ASc50.85h.

t Rev Rel D/dv D/h

323 5684 135 0.018 96 3.36

FIG. 7. Profile of the scalar r.m.s. in the fully developed turbulent shear
layer; DNS result att5tDU/dv0

5323.
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VII. SUBGRID SCALE MODEL EVALUATION

The proposed model is based on a moment-based recon-
struction procedure and consists of Eq.~53! with the esti-
mated scalar field given by Eq.~52!. The performance of the
model is assessed using our previous DNS19 of the tempo-
rally evolving shear layer. A late-time field corresponding to
fully developed turbulence is used. Two values of the filter
size,D f , are used to filter the database in thea priori tests.
The filter sizes ofD f /D54 and 8 correspond to 12 and 6
points per vorticity thickness, respectively. These are indi-
cated on the scalar spectra shown in Fig. 8. The coefficient,
c0 , is obtained using Eq.~51! and the required parameters in
the model scalar spectrum, Eq.~43!, are evaluated usingk
ande from the DNS database.

A. Prediction of algebraic nonlinearity, ŠZsg
n
‹

Profiles of the exact value of^Zsg
n &, an average over the

x2z plane of the subgrid contribution

Zsg
n 5Zn2~ Z̄!n, ~54!

are obtained from the DNS database and compared with
model predictions. Values ofn in the range 2<n<8 have
been used along with various filter sizes.

Figure 9 compares the model with the exact profile of
^Zsg

2 &. As can be seen, the model is in excellent agreement
with the exact values of the averaged SGS contribution. Un-
like Fig. 2 where the agreement is exact, there are small
differences between exact and predicted values in Fig. 9 be-
cause only the model spectrum withk ande as inputs is used
for obtainingc0 instead of the full DNS data.

Figures 10 and 11 shows that the range of moments,Zn

with n53 – 8, studied here are well-predicted by the model.FIG. 9. Performance of model in predicting^Zsg
2 &; filter sizeD f /D54,8.

FIG. 10. Performance of the model in predicting the subgrid contribution to
various moments of the scalar; filter sizeD f /D54.

FIG. 8. Spectra in thex-direction att5323. The vertical dashed lines with
symbols correspond to the filter sizes used here,D f /D54,8.
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The discrepancy between model and exact values increases
somewhat with the order of the moment and filter size but
always remains less than 10%.

B. Prediction of the Arrhenius nonlinearity, Šesg
ÀTa ÕT

‹

Our intention here is to test the performance of the
model for a strongly nonlinear function such as the Arrhenius
reaction rate typical of chemical reactions. Consider the non-
linear functione2Ta /T, whereT5T(Z). Two choices for the
mapping between the scalar,Z, and the temperatureT are
selected. In the first case, a piecewise linear mapping, that
corresponds to the Burke–Schumann infinitely fast chemis-
try approximation, is used,

T~Z!5H 11~Tf21!Z/Zst if Z,Zst

11~Tf21!~Z21!/~Zst21! if Z.Zst
, ~55!

whereTf is the adiabatic flame temperature andZst is the
stoichiometric value of the mixture fraction. The reference
cold temperature is normalized to unity in both freestreams.

Equation~55! is chosen so as to realize a temperature field
associated with a system with fast chemistry; it is recognized
that, in the infinitely fast limit, the overall rate is determined
by the scalar and the conditional scalar dissipation,20 but
rates of production of trace species such as oxides of nitro-
gen can have this Arrhenius form, in this limit. In the second
case, the temperature gradient across the flame,Z5Zst , is
smoothed out by the use of a hyperbolic tangent profile21

connecting the values ofdT/dZ in the upper and lower
streams as follows:

dT

dZ
5~Tf21!H 1

Zst
1

1

2Zst~Zst21!
~11tanh~~Z2Zst!/d!!J .

~56!

Hered is a smoothing factor. Furthermore, the model scalar
is limited to 0<ZM<1 to satisfy the natural constraints of
the scalar field.

Results forZst50.1, Tf510, Ta550 and d50.1 are
shown for filter sizesD f /D54 and 8 in Figs. 12~a! and
12~b!. These values are representative of some hydrocarbon-
air combustion problems. Both choices for the temperature
dependence on the scalar, a piecewise linear profile, Eq.

FIG. 11. Performance of the model in predicting the subgrid contribution to
various moments of the scalar; filter sizeD f /D58.

FIG. 12. Exact and model average behavior for an Arrhenius nonlinear
function withTa550, Zst50.1 andD f /D54 and 8;~a! piecewise tempera-
ture profile, Eq.~55!, and ~b! smooth temperature profile, Eq.~56! with d
50.1.
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~55!, and a smoothed profile, Eq.~56!, lead to the same
trend: the model prediction is very good forD f /D54 but,
when the filter size isD f /D58, the model underpredicts the
subgrid peak contribution by about 35%.

Calculations have been performed for a wider range of
parameters to further investigate the model behavior in the
case of the larger filter size,D f /D58. The choice of activa-
tion energy temperature,Ta5100 and the flame temperature,
Tf510 correspond to chemistry representative of large acti-
vation energy typical of hydrocarbons. Two values of the
stoichiometry, Zst50.2 and 0.5, and two values of the
smoothing factor of the temperature profile,d50.1 and 0.25,
are used. Figure 13~a! shows the different functional depen-
dences of the temperature profile on the mixture fraction
while Fig. 13~b! shows the corresponding Arrhenius nonlin-
earity.

Figure 14 shows the effect of stoichiometric mixture
fraction on the behavior of the model for the large filter size.
It can be seen that the agreement is better forZst50.5, when
the average location of the flame is at the center of the mix-
ing layer. WhenZst50.2, the prediction follows the shape of
the exact profile; however, there is underprediction of the

peak similar in magnitude to that in the case withZst50.1.
Potential reasons for the difference between model predic-
tions and exact values that occurs whenZst departs from the
value, 0.5, are the more intermittent mixing events at the
edge of the shear layer resulting in larger subgrid fluctuations
as well as the increased nonlinearity of the scalar depen-
dence, see Fig. 13.

Figure 15 shows the effect of the smoothing factor asso-
ciated with the temperature profile,d, for Zst50.5. When the
profile becomes sharper~smaller value ofd) the contribution
of the subgrid term increases. The model performance re-
mains very good even for sharperT(Z) profiles.

C. Instantaneous performance of the SGS model

Figure 16 shows a scatter plot of the exact versus the
model SGS contribution forn52 andD f /D58 calculated at

FIG. 13. ~a! Various choices of the functional depepndence of temperature
on mixture fraction in the SGS model evaluations,~b! the corresponding
Arrhenius term. The adiabatic flame temperature isTf510 while the acti-
vation energy temperature isTa5100.

FIG. 14. Influence ofZst on the model behavior. Arrhenius nonlinear func-
tion with Ta5100,Tf510, and smooth temperature profile withd50.1. The
filter size isD f /D58.

FIG. 15. Influence of the smoothing factord in the temperature profile.
Arrhenius nonlinearity withTa5100, Tf510, Zst50.5, and filter size
D f /D58.
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the mixing layer centerplane. As can be seen there is some
scatter. Scatter isnot surprisingsince there is statistical un-
predictability of the subgrid values of the scalar even if the
exact filtered field is available. Furthermore, the single-
parameter model tested here is the simplest-possible case that
guarantees only the prediction of the second moment of the
subgrid contribution. The amount of scatter could perhaps be
improved if a more complex model and/or a different opti-
mization technique is used in the calculation of the coeffi-
cients.

To further examine the model we investigate the behav-
ior of the correlation coefficient between the exact and model
SGS contributions defined by

C~E,M !5
^ f ~ZM !sgf ~Z!sg&

A^ f ~ZM !sg
2

&^ f ~Z!sg
2

&
. ~57!

Figures 17~a! and 17~b! shows the behavior of the correlation
coefficient for the polynomial nonlinear function,Zn, as a
function of the self-similar coordinate. It can be seen that the
correlation coefficient is very high whenD f /D54 for all
values ofn considered here, with a value above 0.94. For
D f /D58, the correlation, although lower than in the previ-
ous case, remains good. The minimum value of the correla-
tion coefficient is 0.8 and occurs forn58.

Finally, Fig. 18 shows the correlation coefficient for the
Arrhenius nonlinear function withTa5100,Tf510, and two
choices for the stoichiometric mixture fraction,Zst50.2 and
0.5 as a function of self-similar coordinate, forD f /D58.
The correlation coefficient is above 0.8 in most of the shear
layer.

Figures 19 and 20 show instantaneous contour plots of
the exact and model SGS contribution for a filter size of
D f /D58 and moments withn52 and 8 at the center plane.
The model is capable of capturing the structural characteris-
tics in both cases very well.

FIG. 16. Scatter of the model prediction with respect to the exact subgrid
contribution to the filtered value ofZ2; D f /D58.

FIG. 17. Correlation between exact and model SGS contribution for poly-
nomial nonlinear function,Zn, with n52,4,6,8 as a function of self-similar
coordinate, for~a! D f /D54 and ~b! D f /D58 and later time,t5tDU/
dv05323.

FIG. 18. Correlation between exact and model SGS contribution for Arrhen-
ius nonlinear function, withTa5100, Tf510, and two choices for the sto-
ichiometric mixture fraction,Zst50.2 and 0.5 as a function of self-similar
coordinate, forD f /D58.
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FIG. 19. Contour plotsZsg
2 in the centerplane,D f /D

58. ~a! Exact, and~b! model prediction.

FIG. 20. Contour plotsZsg
8 in the centerplane,D f /D

58. ~a! Exact, and~b! model prediction.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In applications of LES such as radiation heat transfer
and combustion, models are required for strongly nonlinear
functions, f (Z), of a scalarZ. A moment-based reconstruc-
tion procedure to model the subgrid contribution to the fil-
tered value,f (Z), is proposed here. In this methodology, the
scalar field is estimated by an approximate deconvolution
operation, Eq.~52!, and the estimated scalar field is used as a
surrogate for the exact field in the calculation of the subgrid
contribution by Eq.~53!. Unlike the usual deconvolution op-
eration with given coefficients, the coefficients in the expan-
sion are allowed to be variable and instead obtained by re-
quiring that the statistical moments of the scalar field up to a
certain order are matched. The usual deconvolution operation
is not adopted because substantial errors in predicting the
subgrid scalar variance are found ina priori tests using a
turbulent shear-layer database. A Taylor series expansion of
the nonlinear function ofZ around its filtered value ofZ̄
motivates ouransatzof matching subgrid moments to deter-
mine the unknown coefficient.

The simplest possible form of the moment-based recon-
struction, one that involves a single unknown parameter so
that the average subgrid contribution toZ2 is matched by the
estimated scalar field, is evaluated using our DNS database
of a turbulent shear layer. Two filter sizes are tested:D f /D
54 corresponding to 12 points per vorticity thickness, and
D f /D58 corresponding to 6 points per vorticity thickness.

The single coefficient,c0 , involved in the proposed
model, Eq.~52!, depends on the scalar spectrum. A simple
model spectrum is found to be sufficient to estimate the co-
efficient and give an excellent prediction of the averaged
subgrid variance; furthermore, the sensitivity of the coeffi-
cient to the two parameters embedded in the model spectrum
is found to be small. Thus, additional input of turbulence
physics via the scalar spectrum is necessary to match the
average value of the subgrid contribution toZ2; simple re-
construction from the filtered field is not sufficient in this
problem. The chosen model spectrum which has Kolmog-
orov scaling in the inertial range leads to the physically ap-
pealing result that the model coefficient is a function of how
large the filter length scale,D f , is in relation to both the
large-scale length scale,L, and the small-scale Kolmogorov
scale,hZ . In an LES application, the dependence ofc0 on
D f /L, and hZ/D f ~equivalently, the turbulence Reynolds
number,Ret) can be tabulated prior to the calculation.

The model spectrum used here has Kolmogorov inertial
range scaling and dissipation range scaling typical of incom-
pressible turbulence. In more general situations, other effects
on the unresolved scales such as compressibility and rotation
could become important. In such situations, the assumed sca-
lar spectrum would be different and would have to be chosen
appropriately based on knowledge of turbulence physics.

Functions with polynomial nonlinearities are first tested
with respect to prediction of the profile of average subgrid
contribution in the shear layer. It is found that, for both filter
sizes, the single-parameter model performs well over the
wide range of functions tested here,Zn with n53,...,8. Thus,
our ansatzthat matching moments of lower-order nonlineari-

ties, ^Zsg
2 & in this instance, leads to good results for high-

order nonlinearities appears to be valid in this problem. This
is encouraging for LES applications that involve functions
with a polynomial nonlinearity such as theT4 dependence in
radiation heat transfer as well as the species and temperature
dependence on the mixture fraction in solutions of the
strained laminar flamelet model.

The pointwise values of the modeled subgrid-scale con-
tribution to Zn show scatter with respect to the exact values.
This scatter is to be expected because of the unpredictability
of the small-scale motion giving only the filtered field.

The Arrhenius nonlinearity in the reaction rate is a more
challenging problem because the ratio of activation tempera-
ture to flame temperature is typically a large number of
O(10). It is found that the model works well for a diluted
hydrocarbon system with stoichiometric mixture fraction,
Zst50.5, corresponding to the average flame location being
in the turbulent core of the shear layer. For typically more
realistic mixture fractions of Zst50.1, 0.2, the finer-
resolution application of our proposed model gives good re-
sults with less than 10% deviation. The coarse-resolution ap-
plication with 6 points per vorticity thickness gives profiles
of the averaged filtered contribution that follow the exact
profile; however, there is underprediction of the peak contri-
bution to the subgrid reaction rate by up to 35%. Note that
the coarser filter size corresponds to a very stringent test;
even a Reynolds-averaged closure typically uses such a reso-
lution or better. Even so, future refinements to improve
model performance with such coarse grids are desirable. Fur-
thermore, investigation of the effect of using a coarse LES
grid with respect to a fine DNS grid shows that keeping the
numerical grid finer than that used for defining the filtered
field ensures that the model performance does not deteriorate
due to numerical resolution.

Further tests of the proposed model are reported in the
Appendix. The case of a more general model, where a test
filter, wider than the main filter, is used for the second filter-
ing operation is considered. The results are found to be in
agreement with the case of equal test and main filters if the
calculation of the model parameter,c0 , is done consistently.
In LES applications, the grid resolution is coarse relative to
that used to generate the DNS database. It is found that, if
the LES grid size is larger than twice the filter size, the effect
of coarse grid discretization is negligible.
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APPENDIX: ADDITIONAL A PRIORI TESTS

Thea priori tests using our DNS calculation use the full,
highly-resolved data set so that the SGS model can be tested
separate from considerations of numerical resolution. How-
ever, in an actual LES calculation, the SGS contribution has
to be evaluated from the available filtered field represented
on a grid that contains fewer points than the number of
points necessary for a fully resolved field. The lack of infor-
mation that results from the use of a coarse-grid representa-
tion of the data can be incorporated in a modifieda priori
test wherein the filter transfer function,Ĝ(k), is replaced by
Ĝ(k)H(kg2k) in Eqs. ~34!–~36!, whereH(kg2k) is the
unitary step function~unity for k,kg and zero fork>kg),
andkg is the cutoff wave number associated with the coarse
grid.

The performance of the proposed model, Eq.~17!, was
gauged in the main body of the paper with the main~bar!

filter and test~tilde! filters assumed to be the same. However,
there are situations where the test filter should have a larger
characteristic length than the main filter. One such situation,
that occurs in many practical applications of LES, is when
the grid size for the LES is taken to be the same as the size
of the tophat filter. When a spectral cutoff filter is used in-
stead of a tophat filter, it is again necessary to distinguish
between the main and test filters becauseZ̄5Z% giving ZM

5Z̄. The model, Eq.~17!, has the following transfer func-
tion:

M̂15Ĝ~k!H~kg2k!@11c0~12Ĝt~k!H~kg2k!!#,
~A1!

whereĜt(k) is the transfer function of the test filter. Notice
that the test filter does not need to be of the same type as the
implicit LES filter.

To further explore the properties of the proposed one-
parameter model, we study the effect of the test filter and a

FIG. 21. Effect of numerical grid resolution on model performance;D f /D
54 and~a! Dg5D f /2 and~b! Dg5D f and later time,t5tDU/dv05323.

FIG. 22. Effect of numerical grid resolution on model performance;D f /D
58 and~a! Dg5D f /2 and~b! Dg5D f and later time,t5tDU/dv05323.
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coarse grid in the performance of the model. For consistency
with Sec. IV B, the main filter, grid discretization filter, and
test filter are parameterized by their widths,D f , Dg , andD t ,
respectively. In the model performance calculations that are
presented below, the model coefficient,c0 , is calculated tak-
ing into account Eq.~A1!. The new set of coefficients,ai , to
be used in Eq.~33! are

a05E
2`

`

EZ~k0!@Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!H~kg2k0!21#

3@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!H~kg2k0!#dk0 , ~A2!

a15E
2`

`

EZ~k0!Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!H~kg2k0!

3@22Ĝt~k0!2Ĝt* ~k0!#@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk0 ,

~A3!

a25E
2`

`

EZ~k0!Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!H~kg2k0!@12Ĝt~k0!#

3@12Ĝt* ~k0!#@12Ĝ~k0!Ĝ* ~k0!#dk0 . ~A4!

The filtered field,Z̄, and test-filtered field,Z̃̄, are ob-
tained after processing the field that results after a spectral
cutoff filter, with a cutoff wave numberkg corresponding to
the numerical grid size, is applied to the DNS dataset.

1. Effect of grid resolution

A priori evaluation of the model is performed for poly-
nomial nonlinear functions,Zn, with n52,4,6, and 8. Odd
powers ofn, are not shown for brevity since the results are
similar to the ones obtained for the even powers. Two filter
widths are tested:D f /D54 and 8 with the test filter identical

FIG. 23. Performance of model when the test filter is not the same as the
main filter; D t52D f for ~a! D f /D54 and ~b! D f /D58 and later time,t
5tDU/dv05323.

FIG. 24. Performance of the model, Eq.~17! for an Arrhenius nonlinear
function withTa5100,Tf510, and two choices for the stoichiometric mix-
ture fraction,Zst50.2 and 0.5. The test filter isD t52D f while the grid filter
is Dg5D f /2. Two choices of the main filter are shown:~a! D f /D54 and~b!
D f /D58.
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to the main filter. Figures 21~a! and 21~b! show the perfor-
mance of the model forD f /D54 and Dg5D f /2 and Dg

5D f , respectively. It can be observed that the case with
Dg5D f /2 shows better prediction of the mean SGS contri-
bution forn up to 6 in comparison with the caseDg5D f and
about the same agreement forn58. This is no longer true for
the case withD f /D58 shown in Figs. 22~a! and 22~b!. Now,
while the caseDg5D f /2 shows good agreement for all pow-
ers, the same cannot be said forDg5D f where degradation
of the model results are observed.

The overall conclusion is that keeping the numerical grid
finer than that used for defining the filtered field ensures that
the model performance does not deteriorate due to numerical
resolution. In particular, the results suggest that a safe choice
during application of the model isDg5D f /2.

2. Effect of test filter

To further investigate the combined effect of grid reso-
lution and test filter, the performance of the model is studied
again for the polynomial nonlinear functionZn with a test
filter that is not identical to the main filter. Figures 23~a! and
23~b! show the performance of the model forD t52D f and
Dg5D f /2 for two different filter sizes,D f /D54 andD f /D
58. The choice ofDg5D f /2 is guided by results of the
previous section indicating thatDg5D f /2 is sufficient to
avoid deleterious effects of numerical grid resolution. It is
observed that the model produces results that are in excellent
agreement with the exact values calculated from the DNS
database.

For completeness, the case of an Arrhenius nonlinear
function is shown forD t52D f andDg5D f /2 for two differ-
ent filter sizes,D f /D54 and D f /D58 in Figs. 24~a! and
24~b!. Similar to the results discussed in the main body of
the paper, the agreement is better for the smaller filter size.
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